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The Activities and Goals of this Society

19 November 2023

The ongoing and planned activities of the Society are the following:

� To support and promote Research and Teaching in the subject of Nonlinear Mathe-
matical Physics worldwide.

� To practice and promote Free Open Access Publication of research results, by which
we mean free for authors to publish their articles (hence no Article Processing Charg-
ers) and free for everyone to access and read the articles.

� Continue to publish the Diamond Open Acceess journal titled ”Open Communica-
tions in Nonlinear Mathematical Physics” (ISSN: 2802-9356) in Open Access for-
mat with no fees for it’s authors or readers. This journal was founded by its
editorial board memebrs in April 2021 and is published on the Episciences plat-
form. For more information about this journal, please visit the journal’s website
https://ocnmp.episciences.org/

� To organise Conferences, Workshops and small-group meetings in the subject of
Nonlinear Mathematical Physics and its applications. The first Conference in this
series is titled “Open Communications in Nonlinear Mathematical Physics - 2024”
and will be held during 23 – 29 June, 2024, in Bad Ems, Germany. For more informa-
tion regarding this Conference, please visit the Conference Website https://euler-
ocnmp.org/

� To provide a forum and platform for discussions and information that may concern
experts researchers and students in this subject, including discussions on journal
publication models, issues regarding the Impact Factor of journals, the h-index of
scientists and it implications, etc.

� To host and collect freely accessible Lectures, Seminars and Conference talks on the
Society’s website, including Open Access Books.

� To publish Book Reviews and recommendations of course literature on the Society’s
website.
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� To provide useful links on relevant upcoming Events and Conference Calendars.

� To provide information regarding Academic Positions, Research Grant Opportuni-
ties, PhD Positions, current or upcoming Research Projects, as well as information
or links to Applications and Innovations as a result of theories within the subject of
mathematical physics.

� To publish a News Letter with information about the Society, pointing out its current
and planned activities, including reports on former projects, etc.

Some words from the President of the Society

This Society came to life in Bad Ems, Germany, on the 4th of November 2023 with
the general aim to support and promote Research and Teaching in the subject of Nonlin-
ear Mathematical Physics worldwide. This Society has the juridical and tax status of a
“Gemeinnüziger Verein” which, in our case, refers to the fact that it is a Non-Profit As-
sociation for the Development of Science and Research that aims to benefit the scientific
community in Germany and internationally, and is operated selflessly by the management
and its members. Due to this status, the Society can accept donations from individuals,
organisations or companies, and provide an official tax-deductible receipt (the so-called
“Spendenbescheinigung”) to the donors. The same applies for organisations and compa-
nies who wish to sponsor our Society.

In this context, I appeal to you for support of our Society and for you to apply for a
membership to make it possible for us to realise the listed activities. Your support would be
highly appreciated and it will definitely make a difference, especially during this early stage.
Please do not hesitate to contact me personally if you have any questions or suggestions.

I wish to express my gratitude to all who are already supporting this Society. In par-
ticular, I thank the Editorial Board members of the journal “Open Communications in
Nonlinear Mathematical Physics” (OCNMP) for their ongoing dedicated editorial work
and especially for their solidarity and support during my resignation as the Editor in
Chief of Journal of Nonlinear Mathematical Physics in October 2020, which then led to
the founding of OCNMP in April 2021. In this respect, I also thank the team at Epi-
sciences for hosting OCNMP on their platform and for their ongoing technical support.

Norbert Euler

Membership:
I you wish to apply for membership in this Society, then please send an Email to
Dr.Norbert.Euler@gmail.com.
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